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Knobbies – Who Are We?
The Knobbies are a group of touring motorcycle enthusiasts with about 200
international members. We meet every Sunday, rain or shine, for a day
ride to an unknown destination for lunch, then ride a different route home.
Most rides consist of about 200 to 300 miles and are usually confined to back
roads. Some of the popular destinations include state parks, Blue Ridge Parkway and various locations in
Virginia, Tennessee and South Carolina. Started and based as a BMW motorcycle organization, the
Knobbies are supported by the BMW Riders Association and the BMW Motorcycle Organization of
America.

You do not have to ride a BMW to be a member of the Knobbies.
We accept all types of motorcycles, including Slingshots, CanAms & Vanderhalls,
but we prefer responsible riders who enjoy the touring aspect of motorcycling.

Sunday Rides
The Knobbies meet around 8:00 AM at Timberwoods Restaurant (I-40 Exit 106, Morganton, NC) for
breakfast and a day ride. Group leaves between 9 – 9:30 AM. Even if you can’t ride, join us for breakfast
and fellowship! First Sunday of every month is “Picnic Sunday.”
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From the President
Back in January, P.O. asked me if I would accept nomination to be a Knobby club officer. Later Danny called to
ask the same. With P.O. at Black Mountain and Seth considering moving east for full time school, I accepted.
Not looking for a job, but willing to step up and hopefully give back to a great club that has added so much
enjoyment to my riding. I was an active rider in two BMW clubs and one Adventure/Dual Sport club back in
Arizona. I told them “The Knobbies do it right”. Set up support at local restaurant. If you want breakfast, meet
about 8am. If you just want to ride, meet about 9. Usually rain or shine, hot or cold, somebody will be there
ready to ride. Simple, effective. I love it!
Another big plus for this club is that frequently the whole family gets involved and is welcome, ride or not.
Geno and team put on a great rally and many get to enjoy the Campout every year at Iron horse.
Your officers are working hard behind the scenes for us all. Marla stepped up and is doing awesome job with
the newsletter. Virginia and Sharon are doing a great job as secretary and treasurer and all three are working
hard with membership roster updates.
Hal and Bobbi have been in contact with Iron Horse to make sure we are good to go since the facility changed
hands. As you may or may not know, Iron horse has been sold and is under new management, John and
Charleen have decided to retire and enjoy life. We wish them all the best.
Like many I look forward to the picnic rides. Great chance to chat and catch up with folks while enjoying a
grilled hot dog and all the other amazing goody contributions our members bring to share. Buddy Faw has
graciously taken over as the hot dog master and is doing a wonderful job, ably assisted by our own VP, Darrell
Faw.
I would like to thank and acknowledge all the ride leaders: you are amazing! I have been on more backroads
and twisties than I can remember. We have been kicking around ideas for additional rides, such as theme rides
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to visit and maybe photograph several local water falls, or even post rides, for those who can, doing a week
day ride.
If anyone has ideas for rides or events, please be sure to let us know. We’re always open to entertain new
ideas
Also, I would like to mention we have two National rallies close to us this year: the MOA in Tennessee and the
RA in Virginia. I am planning to attend these as it’s the closest I have ever been to them.
If you get a chance to invite a new rider, please do. Help keep the club strong.
A final thought: check those tires and air pressure often!
Be safe, ride well.
Barry “Bear”

Geno’s Corner
Having been “upside down” for the last six weeks or so, I’m still trying to get my North American legs under me.
As most of you know I spent roughly six weeks down under. Two weeks of riding in New Zealand and another
three weeks in Australia. To say this was the adventure of a lifetime would be an understatement. The two
weeks in New Zealand was spent on a Fred Rau tour and believe me it was a fast two weeks. If anyone plans
to head to New Zealand, I have all kinds of information that could help you out. Everything you’ve heard about
New Zealand is probably true. I have to tell one story back here at home. I have retired friends that meet at
what we call the “Rabbit Shack” (a friends old woodworking shop). So while there I told them I had plans to
head to NZ and Australia on a motorcycle tour. Of course there had to be a bit of ribbing that would go on
about the trip. First, one friend said: you know there are really bad poisonous snakes in Australia? Probably the
most poisonous in the world. So I said, yep, I’ve read that. I think there are five of the most poisonous snakes
in the world in Australia. And all sorts of poisonous spiders. Another one said: you know there are all kinds of
Cannibals in New Zealand. To which I replied: you are getting New Guinea and New Zealand mixed up. So,
the one friend comes back after checking his Siri. There’s not five of the most poisonous snakes in the world
in Australia…there’s TEN!! One Australian I talked to in New Zealand said if it’s a Pink, Blue, Black, Silver or
any color snake…it’s poisonous! Not good.
Then, in New Zealand, we attended a mock up of an original tribal village, the Maori, pronounced Maw-ri, and
indeed they were cannibals. When an outside tribe would land on the island, they were killed, hearts cut out
and eaten. Gross, eh? I guess fresh meat since NZ did not have any large animals until Europeans imported
deer, Possums (not like ours), and all kinds of other animals.
NZ is two islands and the Fred Rau tour covers I think every twistie you can find on the two islands. We had a
van carrying luggage and would meet every afternoon at a pre-determined hotel. Breakfasts were included
along with all but one afternoon meal, so Fred’s tour is basically all inclusive. New Zealand’s Southern Alps
along with all kinds of spectacular scenery, including Mount Cook, is just pure eye candy, so anyone with a few
bucks I highly recommend the visit. On top of that we lucked out with only brief showers. And, to top it off, it
was a super group! Fred emailed us after the tour how much fun he had with us and was the most fun group
he had toured with.
I’ll have to go back on my GPS and road maps to figure out exactly where I have been it has been such a fast
trip. From New Zealand, it was off to Australia where I rented a BMW and met a friend I had been emailing for
years, Peter Robinson. He graciously allowed me to stage at his house in Gunning, a small town about three
hours Southwest of Sydney. Once there, it seemed all we had planned, went south. For instance, we had
planned to spend a full week camping in the Snowy and then the Blue Mountain range. If you have read,
western and central Australia was basically on fire and I mean literally. After one night camping in the Snowy
Mountain range, which was at an old cattle grazing area, I saw hundreds of Kangaroos. Then heading back
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toward the Blue Mountains we made a stop at a local petrol station and restaurant and found that all the roads
leading there were closed. Major fires and so bad that every trip I took it seemed like there was a smoky fog
everywhere.
I had planned to ride up to Brisbane to meet Kevin Chow, who had moved to Australia three years back. I
messaged him, but he was out of town, so my friend and I took off west of Sydney, past a huge coal mining
operation heading toward Brisbane. Peter said that after we had gone thru some really neat passes and
scenery, that billions of dollars worth of coal was under ground there. Again, it was like a smoky haze the
whole trip. Unbelievable to be honest. Peter then dropped off to visit his daughter and I continued my trip.
Meanwhile, I had managed to catch up with Kevin, and two days later spent the night with him. I made stops in
all these small towns out in what they call the “Bush”, or to us it would be the country. Neat small towns also.
Brisbane seems to be all new everywhere I went and a very busy city. By the way, I covered a good bit of New
South Wales on another trip, some of the Victoria province and then a little of Queensland. Australia is a huge
country, basically the same size of the US, with about 10% of the population of the US. Almost all of that is in
or around the cities and most are on the coasts. Like Peter said, unlike the US, their middle is basically empty.
I also learned what they meant by Australia’s Great Divide. Going inland from the east coast and then riding
due west over the mountains for about an hour, the scenery goes from luscious green to brown, then in
another hour, turns to red desert. North of Sydney it’s almost tropical.
Leaving Australia my flight was delayed for 12 hours, which made the trip even harder. However, the day
before I toured a little of Sydney and hired a water taxi around the Sydney Harbor. A HUGE tourist trap, but
neat.
Once home, it seems it is taking me at least two weeks to get over the jet lag. My jet lag is in addition to
Vertigo, which I had felt coming on while in Sydney. Oh, and I dropped the bike while on a winding dirt road the
week before and sprained my foot, so now I’m also gimping around a bit. While there, it was all over the news
about New Zealand’s massacre. New Zealand literally shut down with no flights in or out, and no one allowed
to leave the islands. I assume in order to assure no other whack jobs over there could easily escape.
Now, getting back to earth it won’t be long to get ready for our rally. If you have not heard, I had to set it back
a week due to the pavilion area already taken. I couldn’t believe it, since I booked it the very next Monday after
the rally. The Pavilion area is becoming more and more popular as we all can see. With restrooms, showers
and more coming, it’s not hard to see why it’s so popular. Only problem I can see is there’s just nowhere else
that stacks up to this area. Also hard to believe this is going on ten years for the rally. Where did the time go?
I want to thank everyone for all your help when we hold the rally. I always dread starting the Rally, then as we
hold it, what fun it can be for all. I have been surprised how much attendees enjoy the guided tours or rides.
Ride along with the Knobbies has become the biggest draw for sure. Then Marla took on the task of rounding
up all our door prizes along with Sharon and others. Our big prize, I won last year, but haven’t had to use that
nice tire changer. Thanks, Gary, for the wonderful prize.
I hope all have a great Spring and Summer coming up. In addition, we have had tons of rain with only a few
weekends without rain. If we luck out, maybe we’ll have normal rainfall and leave our weekends nice and clear.
See ya’ll.
Geno

Perceptions and Observations from P.O.
Perceptions and Observations from P.O.
In trying to decide what to put in this first column, my thoughts took me back to my early years of riding.
I had done some dirt riding with my Yamaha 175 Enduro in the late 60’s and early 70’s. The bike was street
legal but we mostly rode in the woods.
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Then I got hurt and sold the bike. I didn’t ride again for 32 years.
In 2006 I was looking for someone to ride with. I don’t recall how I heard about the Knobbies but I showed up
at Timberwoods one Sunday morning. I remember Dave Huey and his son were there along with Gary Clark
and some others. They planned on 2 groups of riders and Gary told me not to follow Dave. I misunderstood
and Gary had to chase me down on I-40. He must have been going 100 mph!
We never did catch up with the group we were supposed to be with but we had a great ride.
I got a Sportster 883, thinking I still knew how to ride. Well…wrecked it 2 times! The first time was on 181…in
shorts, a t-shirt and helmet. I got into the loose stuff and, knowing I was going to lose it, headed off the road. I
had it saved right up until I hit a rock. Flew right over the handlebars and into a ditch.
The second time was on Highway 80 near Lake Tahoma. I was wearing Levis and a light jacket that time. The
bike ended up under a guard rail. It took 3 of us to pull it out.
Sam Aycock, God love him, told me I should get some protective clothing.
After that 2nd wreck, I decided it was too much of a young man’s bike. I traded it for a Yamaha Road Star
Silverado – 1700cc’s. I wrecked it a few times, too, but I put 125,000 miles on it. I rode it home EVERY time!
As many of you know, I traded that in for my Honda CTX 700. Best motorcycle I ever had. My only regret is I
only got to put about 5000 miles on it.
I enjoy every minute of being a Knobbie. And I was touched and honored to be made your Lifetime Honorary
Vice President.
And, I wanted to tell you all how much I enjoyed the time with you at the April Sunday Picnic ride. My fellow
“inmates” here got a kick out of seeing all the different bikes. Good weather, great food and excellent
company.
I look forward to seeing and hearing from you all!
P.O.

Keeping up with our
Lifetime Honorary VEEP!
Anyone wanting to visit or keep in touch with our
Lifetime Honorary Vice President, P. O. Wilson,
can find him at:
North Carolina Veterans’ Home
62 Lake Eden Road
Black Mountain, NC 28711
Room B-112
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Coming Up

BMWMOA Rally - Lebanon, TN - June 13-16, 2019

MSTA Rally - Bristol, VA - June 23-27, 2019

BMWRA Rally - Woodstock, VA - September 5-8, 2019

IBMC camp out will be held in Pontiac, IL, September 10-12, 2019.

Important info!
Mother Nature has been challenging us mightily, it seems. To help us keep you abreast of urgent changes to
scheduled Knobby events (such as Hurricane Florence cancelling our 2018 rally and the ice storm that
necessitated the last minute change to our scheduled business meeting this year), we would like to put into
place a “FAST ALERT SYSTEM”. This would ONLY be used in the event of a last minute change to any
scheduled Knobby event that may have our members on the road in potentially hazardous conditions.
Participation is strictly voluntary.
To participate, please complete the form you will find at the end of this newsletter and return to Marla at
NCKnobbies@gmail.com. Please note that the system will utilize TEXT MESSAGING to your cell phone. Please
be sure that we have your correct cell phone number AND YOUR CELL PHONE CARRIER (i.e.: Verizon, AT&T,
etc.).
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Upcoming Knobby Events
This year’s Knobby CampOut is set for May 31st to June 2nd, 2019

1755 Lower Stecoah Rd, Robbinsville, NC 28771
(828) 479-3864
Can’t make your reservations too soon!

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!!!
The Knobbies’
10th Annual Ride the Blue Ridge Rally
September 12 – 15th, 2019

Details to be announced as they become available.
We are seeking volunteers to assist with gathering items for the raffle.
Please contact Marla if interested.

Sunday, December 1st, 2019

500 Golf Course Road
Morganton, NC 28655
Details to be announced as they become available.
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Items of interest

Grass clippings in road can be deadly for motorcyclists
GASTON COUNTY, N.C. (WBTV) - Yard work is something most everyone has to do, or at least have had to
do in their life. But motorcyclist groups across the area are warning people about the consequences,
however, that can come from that.
Grass clippings are often blown or left in the road and can lead to serious injuries or even death for those
that ride.
“Just this past weekend, I have a friend that lives in West Virginia. He actually went down and passed
away,” said Michelle Poovey, who has been riding for years.
“I had a friend about 5 years ago, go down under grass and he didn’t make it,” said Bobby Meadows, who
also rides motorcycles.
WBTV met with more than 50 bikers in Gaston County who say when they hit grass in the road it is the
equivalent of hitting black ice.
“Because once you hit it, it is like ice you can’t control it and lose traction,” said Poovey.
“You are going to go where the grass wants you to go, whether that is off the road into a tree, into a ditch,
oncoming car, it doesn’t matter,” said David Poovey.
Poovey went down one time because he hit grass in the road.
“It shifted the front end of the bike and slammed the bike over,” said Poovey. “It happens in a split second.
If you are in a curve, you can’t stop.”
Julie Head says she also almost crashed when she hit grass.
“When it did, the whole back end of my slingshot went out. I fish-tailed real hard,” said Head. “They need
to remember, if you cut your grass, blow it into your yard. It is just safety.”
There is a state law in North Carolina that says you can't place litter or debris in the roadway, however,
that does not mention grass, specifically.
The bylaw says the term "litter" shall not include nontoxic and biodegradable agricultural or garden
products or supplies, including mulch, tree bark, and wood chips. That includes grass clippings.
But your city could have a local ordinance that makes it Illegal. It all depends on where you live and how
strictly it is enforced.
“Law enforcement needs to get involved and this needs to get out to public. They need to be more aware,”
said Meadows.
Currently, the Concerned Bikers Association of Gaston County is working to get the law changed at a state
level to specifically make blowing or placing grass into the road illegal.
“It is long past due. Long past due,” said Jill Stillwell, the President of the CBA of Gaston County.
For these bikers, riding is not just a form of transportation, it is a way of life.
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“It is the feeling that you get, it is like being free,” said Michelle Poovey.
“When you are behind these handle bars, nothing else matters, you have no problems, no worries,
everything just goes away,” said David Poovey.
“Whatever we are on, we are moms, grandmas, grandpas, brothers, sisters, moms, dads,” said Head.
While the group hopes to make changes to the law, they also want to raise awareness so people stop
blowing grass into the roadways.
“It is just lack of knowledge. I do not think that they think about the seriousness of it and how devastating
it can be,” said Meadows.
If you are caught doing this, and your city or county has an ordinance against it, you could be charged
with a misdemeanor and could face a fine.
Copyright 2018 WBTV.
https://www.cbs17.com/news/check-this-out/grass-clippings-in-road-can-be-deadly-for-motorcyclists/1416977532

How to Stay Riding - Live long and ride on
By Art Friedman July 29, 2016
I have this somewhat alarming vision of a future, probably not too distant, where I’ve become old and
decrepit but am still riding a motorcycle. My vision, strength and reflexes are failing, which is bad
enough. The horrifying part is that I’m surrounded by a sea of fellow AARP members who are at least
as infirm as I am, but as they travel in the cocoons of their cars, they don’t realize it. They’re quite
sure they are still safe, and aren’t about to hang up their phones just because they’re out in intense
traffic.
Our vehicles are almost synonymous with our freedom. Giving up driving is like putting one foot in the
grave. Even people with clear signs that they should not be driving are not willing to turn in their
licenses. I was at the DMV recently to replace a lost driver’s license and overheard two older women
talking. It seems one of them was blind in one eye, and she was there to memorize the eye charts so
she could pass the vision test when she came in to renew her driver’s license a few days later.
I don’t know if I’ve encountered her on the road yet, but dodging seniors who change lanes into me
seems to be something I’m doing more and more frequently. I attribute that to their loss of peripheral
vision and inability to turn their heads as easily to look around. The good news is that these are not
people who make rapid lane changes. They aren’t any more inclined to signal than anyone else, but
at least they move over gradually so you can get out of their way. It also seems to me that stories of
accidents where an elderly driver stood on the throttle, thinking it was the brake, have become more
common.
Lots of people are talking about the older-rider issue. But, like the weather, almost no one is doing
anything about it. Everyone talks about how older riders are involved in a bigger portion of motorcycle
crashes, but no one has done the research to determine if we old farts are over-represented based
on the miles we ride. In 1980, the median age for motorcyclists in the U.S. was 24. These days it’s
about 42. But the overall population is aging, too. No one seems to know if older riders are riding
more or less.
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Nature’s Way of Telling You to Get Out of the Gene Pool
Still, it’s reasonable to assume that aging does impair your ability to ride a motorcycle (and drive a
car). It actually starts in your 30s, when your body begins to lose muscle at about 10 percent per
decade. Your strength and endurance taper off. Your metabolism slows down, so alcohol doesn’t
move out of your system as quickly. Arthritis or other issues may make you less flexible. Your hearing
suffers, too. A quarter of people over 55 and a third of those over 65 suffer some hearing impairment.
(Those rates are probably higher among those who’ve ridden with loud pipes or without a helmet or
earplugs.) Some people’s cognitive functions start trailing off relatively early; others seem to stay
sharp into their 80s or later.
Your vision starts to change at 40. Your eyes become less flexible as you age, so you may need
reading glasses, and it will also take longer to focus on that turn ahead when you look up from
reading the instruments. Older eyes take longer to recover from bright light, and glare causes more
problems. Older eyes don’t see as well at night; older folks need four times as much light to see as
well as a 25-year-old in reduced light. Peripheral vision and depth perception suffer, too. Laser
treatment can allow you to correct some aspects of vision, but it won’t return the optical flexibility of
youth and may cause “starring” at night.
Theoretically, all this should mean that we fogies crash more as our age advances past the halfcentury mark. However, we apparently also drive less, and perhaps more cautiously, so even though
our overall driving record isn’t as good as that of folks in their 30s, it doesn’t begin to really turn sour
until we hit our 80s. It seems impossible that I could live to be 80, but then there were plenty of
people who were flabbergasted when I turned 30.
What’s an Old Guy to Do?
You could try not getting older. A lot of people are doing that, but it really doesn’t seem to be working
out. Personally, I have accepted getting older, but I refuse to mature. I have long since accepted that
there are motorcycles I now enjoy riding that I once viewed as stodgy and that the sorts of bikes I
once considered ideal are no longer fun to ride.
Acceleration and dizzying corner speeds don’t seem nearly as important as they did when I was
roadracing. These days a bike can make a favorable impression just by having a comfy seat and
pleasant riding position. As long as I can still lean into corners and feel the wind flowing over me, a
motorcycle that works has become more attractive than one that has a more emotional appeal. Many
motorcyclists will be able to ride more and longer if they take a pragmatic approach to motorcycle
choice.
Pick a suitable motorcycle: A big, heavy motorcycle, especially one that carries its weight up high,
may cease being an option because of strength or joint pain. The fact that you’ve ridden a liter or
larger motorcycle for the past three decades doesn’t mean you actually need one. You can cross the
country in comfort on an 800cc or smaller bike. Some riders turn to trikes or sidecars, but in my
opinion, these create at least as many problems as they solve.
Useful technology: We already have available technology that can help compensate for some of the
issues facing aging riders. Wider-angle mirrors can reduce the need to turn your head. The
technology that reduces sportbike weight can be applied to other types of bikes. Automatic
transmissions have been used sporadically in motorcycles, and their acceptance seems likely to
increase as customers age. Antilock brakes have tremendous potential to allow riders who have
trouble modulating brakes to make controlled panic stops. (You’ll still have to be able to support your
weight under braking, however.)
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Know Your Weaknesses
You can gauge and improve your abilities with educational programs for “mature” drivers. AARP, the
Auto Club and some senior centers offer classes and on-the-road training. These can teach you how
to spot areas where you might be slipping and how to compensate for them. They are usually quite
inexpensive, and many insurers will give you a discount on your auto insurance for completing one of
these programs.
The Motorcycle Safety Foundation (www.msf-usa.org) offers a Seasoned Rider Module, designed to
be used by clubs or groups or in rider-training courses. It includes a 13-minute DVD, a facilitator
guide and props for several learning and self-assessment activities. You can buy it from the MSF site.
AARP has all sorts of self-assessment tools and suggestions for keeping your mind and body sharp
on its Web site (www.aarp.org), many of which are free to anyone.
Too Old to Rock ’n’ Roll?
Retirement is no time to relax...or get complacent. If you intend to have a long and happy life on the
road, you’ll have to fight for it. Fortunately, most of the strategies for keeping your mind, body and
abilities sharp are kind of fun, and the adjustments you’ll need to make to your riding style are
probably minor.
Stay in Training: If it has been years since you have taken a rider training course, the Experienced
Rider Course will almost certainly improve your skills and understanding of motorcycling. I have never
heard a rider who took the course say anything but positive things about it or that it didn’t improve
some aspect of motorcycling for him or her. You’ll ride away with greater confidence.
Exercise: Walking a couple of miles a day is beneficial to both the mind and body. Strength training
can help maintain the muscles you need to hold up and operate your motorcycle.
Use Your Brain: Making your brain stretch a bit seems to be the best way to keep it sharp. The
AARP Web site offers numerous suggestions for retaining mental ability. I’m using my mouse lefthanded right now.
Leave a Margin: As vision and reflexes erode, you can compensate by giving yourself more room for
error. I am learning to tailgate less and slow down sooner as I bear down on 60 years of age.
Don’t Drink Before a Ride: As you age, this may come to mean no nightcap before a morning ride.
Ride More: This is more theory than science, but there does seem to be some basis to the idea that
“You don’t stop riding because you get old; you get old because you stop riding.” Motorcycling (like
sex) seems to provide stimulation to various parts of your mind and body that many other activities
miss. I have certainly met lots of “seasoned” riders who say that motorcycling keeps them young.
Back in my teens, when I was just starting to drive, one of the appeals of a motorcycle was that, when
I screwed up, I was going to be a risk mainly to myself. In the family Impala—a huge aircraft carrier of
a car—a moment of carelessness could kill a whole family or two, but a mistake on a motorcycle
would probably injure only me. That concept has been rolling around my mind again, because, if my
driving abilities taper off, I’ll be less of a hazard to the rest of the world on a motorcycle than in a car.
Put another way, if I can’t manage a motorcycle, is it responsible to be driving a car? Plus, by then
gas will probably be pushing $20 a gallon and with Social Security in doubt, who will be able to fill up
a car?
https://www.motorcyclecruiser.com/how-to-stay-riding
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This smart motorcycle helmet brings Alexa and AR to the road
Jarvish X-AR will keep you safe and connected on your bike
Thursday, July 5, 2018 By Michael Sawh

Yes, smart motorcycle helmets are a thing and we've even tested one. Now Taiwanese startup Jarvish
has unveiled its second generation helmet that brings Alexa and an augmented reality display to the party.
After launching its X helmet in 2017 (which has apparently proved popular with the Taiwanese police
force), the X-AR builds on the connected features, notably adding a HUD display based on optical
waveguide technology to show information such as traffic and weather conditions and smartwatch
features like call notifications and music controls.
Jarvish has also added an 2K full HD rear-facing camera, which can be activated by the onboard mic and
speakers that offers voice control support including access to Amazon's Alexa assistant. With the Alexa
support you'll be able to tell the helmet to take control of the cameras, retract the HUD and adjust volume
on the speakers. The HUD can now also display images from the rear-facing camera too.
While the carbon fiber helmet is packed with tech, the team behind it has ensured that is of course safe to
wear and says that like the X, the X-AR is fully certified including ECE R22.05 (Europe), DOT (US and
Canada), CNS 2396, CNS 13438, CNS 13439 (Asia), FCC (electronic radiation safety certifications).
Other features include 16GB of built-in storage, which is expandable with 256GB memory cards,
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connectivity, roughly four hours of battery life and will work with Android and iOS
smartphones.

Pricing for the X-AR has not been firmed up just yet, but it is expected to be over the $1,000 mark, making
it an expensive purchase and more than the first helmet, which costs $598. It is expected to start shipping
around early 2019. So there's a bit of a time to wait for it, but if you sign up to the Jarvish newsletter, you'll
be able to get 35% off the full price when it's ready to ship.
https://www.wareable.com/ar/jarvish-x-ra-smart-motorcycle-helmet-ar-alexa-6265
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(Contributed by Patsy Smith. Thanks!!)

Seeking volunteers!
We are seeking volunteers to assist in gathering prizes for our 2019 Ride the Blue Ridge Rally Raffle. Last year, with just
three of us out meeting vendors over 4 days, we collected almost $3900 worth of items!
Donated items included riding pants, helmets, vendor gift certificates, T-shirts, windshield cleaners, chain cleaners,
battery tenders, helmet bags, socks, goggles, flags, magazine subscriptions, books, gasoline gift cards and, thanks to
Knobby member: Gary Lackey, a motorcycle tire changer! So, as you can see, almost anything motorcycle related is fair
game.
If you would like to participate, please know that you do NOT have to invest an entire day. If you would approach just
one or two vendors in your area, it would be a tremendous help.
Prior to your start, you would advise us which vendor(s) you will be approaching. We will provide you with a letter of
introduction, explaining that you have been authorized by the club to make the approach and the purpose of the raffle.
We hope to have Rally Flyers for you to provide to the vendor to ask them to post for us.
As we found out last year, most vendors are more than happy to contribute. We gave the vendors the option of
sponsoring a gasoline gift card from Speedway, since it is the gas station closest to Catawba Meadows. Each card was
$15. This is a great way to expand existing relationships you may have with certain vendors or launch new ones.
Please contact Marla at NCKnobbies@gmail.com if you would like more information or to sign up to participate.
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Attention: Current and Prospective Knobbies!
Current Knobbies:
Please be sure the club has the e-mail address you would like us to use
for you to receive this newsletter!
Although there is NO COST beyond the initial $10 membership fee, in order to remain a member in good
standing, you are required to submit an updated Renewal Membership Form each year. The renewal form
is at the BOTTOM of the new member form.

This is one of the primary purposes of asking everyone to complete a renewal form
each year at our annual Christmas Party.
If your information changes after the Christmas Party, please complete a new form and return it so that
you will continue to receive the newsletter.
The form may be found on our website or a copy of the form follows here. You can copy the form to your
computer, fill it out and e-mail it or snail mail it or hand it to any club officer at a Sunday breakfast or
any other club function.
We ask that renewal forms be received by the end of the current year.

Prospective Knobbies:
The form to join the Knobbies is the same as the renewal form (top portion of the form). Just fill it out and
return it with your one-time, lifetime membership fee of $10 (if you’d like an official Knobbies name
badge, it is an additional $10).

As long as you renew annually, you are a lifetime Knobbie!
For your convenience, a New Membership / Renewal form may be found at the back of this newsletter.

Reminder
The Knobbies have long supported the South Mountain Children and Family Services. If you’d like
another way to support them, you can through the Amazon Smile program. AmazonSmile is a simple and
automatic way for you to support your favorite charitable organization every time you shop, at no cost to
you. When you shop at smile.amazon.com, you’ll find the exact same low prices, vast selection and
convenient shopping experience as Amazon.com, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a portion
of the purchase price to your favorite charitable organization. You use the same account on Amazon.com
and AmazonSmile. Your shopping cart, Wish List, wedding or baby registry, and other account settings
are also the same.

Knobbies on Facebook
There is a group page on Facebook where Knobbies can post messages and photos. To access it, create a
Facebook account, log in and search for “NC Knobbies”. All content on the group page is public and open
for all members’ activity.
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"Animals travel on all fours. Mankind on two.
Motorcycling is not a means of transport but an ideology,
a nomadic way of life."
― Amit Reddy

info@knobbies.org
Knob Mountain NC Motorcycle Chapter Newsletter—May, 2019
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Attention All Knobbies!
We are putting together a “Fast Alert” contact list for
situations that may arise which require notifying our
membership quickly of changes.
Some examples:
1. Our 2018 rally when hurricane weather forced last
minute changes and, ultimately, a cancellation of
the event.
2. Our 2019 business meeting which had to be rescheduled at the last minute due to icy and
dangerous road conditions.
The “Fast Alert” will be via text messaging. It will
require a cell phone that is text message enabled.
Notifications will continue to be posted to both our
KNOBBIES.ORG website and our Facebook page.
If you would like to be on our “Fast Alert” contact
list, please complete the below information and return
it to:
as soon as possible. Please complete one form for each
member and/or associate member.
Member/Associate Name:________________________
City & State of residence:____________________
Cell Phone number:____________________________
Cell Phone carrier:___________________________
(i.e.:

Verizon, AT&T, etc.)
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KNOB MOUNTAIN MOTORCYCLE CHAPTER: NEW MEMBERSHIP / RENEWAL FORM
CHECK ONE: _______New Application

_______Renewal

Date_______________________

A one-time fee of $10.00 is required for each NEW member. You are allowed to join, by name, but you are not
really a member until you participate with the Knob Mtn Motorcycle Chapter. This fee includes the cost of the
club newsletter. A name badge is $10.00 extra. You are a LIFETIME MEMBER as long as you renew annually.
Please PRINT clearly.
New Member form

New Member

Name_________________________________________ Email___________________________
Mailing Address_________________________________________________________________
City____________________________________ State__________ Zip_____________________
Home Phone___________________________ Mobile Phone__________________________
Name of Knobbie Sponsoring you __________________________________________________
New Member Spouse Name______________________ Phone_____________________ Email___________________
Other persons at same address Name(s) ______________________________________________________________
Print name(s) you want on badge(s)___________________________________________________________________
Amount Enclosed $_______________(NOTE: $10 for self, $10 for spouse, $10 per badge, $10 each additional persons)
Waiver of Liability – All members and guests of Knob Mountain NC Motorcycle Chapter shall acknowledge by signature on either this Membership
Application/Renewal Form or appropriate form that they and/or their families will participate in all club sponsored activities at their own risk. Minors
may participate with the express written consent of a parent or legal guardian. All participants in a KMMC activity agree to release and hold harmless
KMMC and its officers and members for any accident or injury sustained during travel or other participation in any KMMC sponsored activity.
Signature(s) ________________________________________________________ Date________________________
Signature(s) ________________________________________________________ Date________________________

*****************************************************************
All members MUST renew membership yearly (no renewal fee) to remain an active member and to receive the newsletter.

Renewal for self

Name_______________________________________ Email_____________________________

Member Renewal form

Mailing Address_________________________________________________________________
City____________________________________ State__________ Zip_____________________
Home/Cell Phone__________________________ Work Phone___________________________

Renewal for spouse

Name______________________ Phone_____________________ Email___________________

↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓
Supplemental Information (optional – but appreciated! Helps to maintain our status with these organizations)
Membership in all other Motorcycle Clubs/Organizations:
Member’s Name__________________________
Member’s Name____________________________
___AMA Member #___________________________
___BMWMOA Member #_____________________
___BMWRA Member #_______________________
___Other Member #___________________________

___AMA Member #______________________________
___BMWMOA Member #__________________________
___BMWRA Member #_______________________ ___
___Other Member #______________________________

Motorcycle(s)
owned
_________________________________________________________________________
Occupation____________________ Other hobbies/interests________________________________________
Return this form to:

Knob Mountain Motorcycle Chapter
456 Massey Deal Rd, Statesville, NC 28635

Or you can find this form at
www.knobbies.org
and e-mail it to: vclackey@gmail.com
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